
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The Essential Low Back Teacher Training 
an IAYT Approved Professional Development Course 

 

January 20-24, 2020 

with Robin L. Rothenberg, C-IAYT 

With yoga-related back injuries on the rise and millions of people suffering from  

chronic lower back pain, it’s time for yoga teachers to be proactive! This training  

is based on the methodology used in the groundbreaking National Institutes of Health 

 studies published in the Annals of Internal Medicine and Archives of Internal Medicine. 

 

 In this 5 day intensive, you will learn how to prevent future injuries 

 and support your students in healing their backs with yoga. 

 

With Robin’s expert guidance you will develop the means to intelligently address these primary 

low back dysfunctions through adaptation, sequencing, core engagement and breath: 

Hypo-mobility -  Arthritis - Stenosis - Muscular weakness - S.I. destabilization - Hyper-mobility 

Pelvic misalignment - Lumbar-disc conditions – Scoliosis 

 

BONUS BREATH TRAINING JANUARY 25 & 26, 2020  

ONLY $100 to join this cutting edge training! 
RESTORE YOUR PRANA:UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BREATH, HEALTH AND MIND 

The Breath Revolution is here and functional breathing lies at it’s heart! Be the first in your community to inject this critical 

information into your yoga classes. Teach your students to breathe as the original yogis intended and in keeping with 

respiratory health. Learn why big, ujjayi breathing can actually increase stress levels, deplete energy, and ultimately make 

practitioners vulnerable to illness and less able to meditate. This workshop is based on Robin’s upcoming book Restoring 

Prana: A Guide to Pranayama and Healing Through the Breath which will be on the shelves in 2019. Bring your students 

home the gift of functional breathing! A great compliment to your newly acquired skills in adaptive yoga for the lower back. 

Guaranteed to transform your life: You’ll never suggest taking a big breath again! 

www.YogaUniversity.Info     407-494-5758 

Low Back Training $695/$795 Late * Prana Training $240/$275 Late * Both Trainings $795/$895 Late 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The clearest presentation I’ve ever received! I would happily stay longer, even 
10 days with just the material we covered this week! This was absolutely among 

the most informative and transformative trainings  I’ve ever taken.” 
-Rachel, C-IAYT 


